Evaluate the presentation by providing a score in each of the following three areas.

1. **Science (50 pts):**
   Evaluate the speaker's *command of the subject*. Did she/he clearly understand the scientific and experimental issues? Has the subject been logically evaluated and put into perspective with other issues? Is there evidence of critical thought? Did the presentation provide a balanced and thorough synthesis of the area?

2. **Presentation (30 pts):**
   Evaluate the *quality of communication*. Was the presentation logically arranged and well planned? Did the choice of material to be included make good use of the allowed time? Were handouts or visual aids informative, if they were used? Did the speaker have good "stage presence"?

3. **Literature (20 pts):**
   Evaluate the *research effort*. Was the information base recent and complete? Were different schools of thought fairly represented? Is the provided bibliography comprehensive?

**Overall Score (100 pts):**_______

**Comments:**